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Abstract

In this paper we introduce the idea of estimating local topology in wireless networks by means of crowdsourced user reports. In this approach each user periodically reports to the serving basestation information about the set of neighbouring basestations observed by the user. We show that, by mapping the local topological structure of the network onto states of increasing knowledge, a crisp mathematical framework can be obtained, which allows in turn for the use of a variety of user mobility models. Using a simplified mobility model we show how obtain useful upper bounds on the expected time for a basestation to gain full knowledge of its local neighbourhood, answering the fundamental question about which classes of network deployments can effectively benefit from a crowdsourcing approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern wireless networks there is an increasing need for Topology Discovery (TD), particularly in networks that are deployed in an unplanned, decentralised manner like WiFi hotspots and 3G/LTE Femtocells. Appropriate knowledge of the network topology allows the design of more efficient routing and interference-avoidance algorithms, improved allocation of limited network resources, etc. In this paper we focus on Local Topology Discovery (LTD), a class of problems where each wireless basestation only aims at the knowledge of its first-hop neighbour basestations.

The first-hop neighbour information provided by LTD is sufficient to allow implementation of distributed algorithms for solving a number of fundamental resource allocation tasks within wireless networks. One example is channel allocation in WiFi networks to minimise interference [1];
another is the allocation of scrambling codes in Femtocell networks, where these codes are used as basestation identifiers and therefore code confusion (neighbouring basestations using the same code) can jeopardise the functionality of the whole network, see [2] and references therein. More generally, first-hop neighbour information is sufficient for both distributed graph colouring and routing, and also for problems of joint optimisation of power and channel allocation.

Importantly, the combination of LTD with distributed algorithms also offers a number of useful benefits:

**Incomplete information.** The geographic location of small basestations deployed by users (in homes, hotspots etc) is typically not known, nor easily discovered. The network is therefore constrained to work with partial information.

**Scalability.** Distributed algorithms requiring only local topology information are inherently much more scalable than centralised algorithms or algorithms that require greater topology information.

**Adaptability.** Wireless networks are time-varying e.g. due to the rollout of new basestations, changes in the radio-propagation environment, changes in the distribution of traffic load, etc. Use of local topology information potentially allows rapid adaptation in response to local changes without a global reconfiguration of the network.

In the present paper we focus on the process of LTD via *crowdsourcing*, meaning that the task of detecting and reporting the existence of conflicting neighbours is delegated to users. Each user periodically reports to the serving basestation information about the set of neighbouring basestations observed. For example, in 3G-femtocell networks users would report both ID and scrambling code of the basestations that lie within the handover range, as described in [3].

We address the fundamental question about which classes of network deployments can effectively benefit from a crowdsourcing approach, estimating the expected time for a basestation to gain knowledge of its local neighbourhood.

The requirements on this value can be more or less stringent depending on the application; for example, in joint power and channel allocation problems, a very quick adaptability is required, because the basestation needs to re-evaluate its neighbourhood every time a change of power (and thus of coverage area) occurs. On the other hand, the local-neighbourhood estimation-time requirement is less tight in the case of channel allocation because the network is already deployed and only few node change in a relatively large time scale.
The use of crowdsourcing for LTD is appealing because it is easy to implement and virtually cost-free. For example, in 3G-femtocell networks it is already the case that users periodically report the list of basestations within handover range, but this information is currently disregarded by the serving basestation [4, §7.4.1]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has addressed the use of crowdsourcing for LTD in wireless networks.

Our main contributions are the following: (i) the problem of user-reports-based LTD is stated for the first time through a crisp mathematical formulation; (ii) the local topological structure of the network is mapped onto states of increasing knowledge, and in this way the use of a general user mobility model is naturally allowed for; (iii) we concentrate on a specific, simplified mobility model that is useful for gaining insight into those situations where crowdsourcing via user reports is likely to yield the greatest benefit; (iv) under certain conditions, that simplified model is shown to provide an upper bound on the time of topology discovery, thus it can be used as a design tool (see Section III-E).

A. Related Work

TD has been investigated because of its applications to geographical position discovery [5], routing protocols problems [6], and ad-hoc networks configuration in general [7].

Although some papers on wireless optimisation (e.g. [1]) try to relax, at the expense of performance, the hypothesis that each basestation has local knowledge of the network topology, many decentralised schemes do assume it [8–11]. Our work investigates when that assumption holds if a crowdsourcing approach is taken on, while the subsequent step of devising an optimisation scheme falls out of the scope of this project.

Crowdsourcing approaches have been investigated for different applications, e.g. for estimating both density and number of attendees of large events [12]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the effects of crowdsourcing on neighbours discovery capability have never been studied in the literature so far. This function is already available on commercial femtocells [3] and its implementation for interference reduction is recommended in [2] and [13].

II. LOCAL TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY MODEL

Given a set of wireless basestations \( \mathcal{A} = \{a_0, \ldots, a_N\} \), let \( A(a_i) \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \) denote the coverage area of access point \( a_i \). Please note that \( A(a_i) \) generally depends on the transmission power of
Figure 1: Example of a scenario in which the access point $a_0$ has three interfering neighbours: $a_1, a_2, a_3$. The coverage area $A(a_0)$ can be tessellated with the sets $A_1, A_2, A_3, A_{12}, A_{13}, A_{23}, A_{123}$.

$a_i$ and on the radio propagation properties of the medium. We focus on serving access point $a_0$ and let $B$ denote the neighbouring basestations that have non-void intersection with $A(a_0)$, i.e.

$$B = \{ a_i \in A, i > 0 : A(a_0) \cap A(a_i) \neq \emptyset \}.$$ 

We will hereafter use the symbol $N$ to denote the cardinality of $B$, i.e. $N = |B|$.

Let $\mathcal{P}(B)$ denote the powerset of $B$. A tessellation of the area $A(a_0)$ is the collection of tiles $\{A_i\}_{i \in \mathcal{P}(B)}$ such that

$$A(a_0) = \bigcup_{i \in \mathcal{P}(B)} A_i ,$$

(1)
where

\[ A_i = \bigcap_{j \in i} A(j) \cap A(a_0), \quad i \neq \emptyset, \]
\[ A_\emptyset = A(a_0) \setminus \bigcup_{i \in \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{B}) \setminus \emptyset} A_i. \]  

In what follows each element \( A_j \) composing the tessellation is referred to as a *tile*, and we will use the vector notation \( j \) to represent a set of neighbouring basestations. Let us consider for example \( i = \{a_1, a_2\} \); then, the tile \( A_j \) is the portion of \( A(a_0) \) that is covered by \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) only, see Figure 1. For simplicity of notation, we will write \( A_0 := A_\emptyset \).

Whenever a user is in \( A_j \), it will report \( j \) to access point \( a_0 \). In other words, \( a_0 \) will be aware of the existence of those neighbouring basestations \( a_i \in j \). The rate of these reports depends on the mobility model assumed (see Section III).

To keep the model as conservative as possible, and to encompass the frequent case of half-duplex basestations, we assume \( a_0 \) cannot detect the existence of any neighbour even though \( a_0 \) lies in one of the neighbours coverage area.

Let \( K_t \) denote the *knowledge set* of access point \( a_0 \) at time \( t \), i.e. the set of neighbours that \( a_0 \) is aware of. Given a sequence of reports \( \{j^1, \ldots, j^T\} \), we have that \( K_t = \bigcup_{i=1}^t j^i \). \( K_t \) is a growing set, i.e. \( |K_t| \) is non-decreasing in \( t \). Clearly, the knowledge state at time \( t \), \( K_t \), take values in \( \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{B}) \).

**Definition 1** (Full Knowledge). Given an integer \( T \) and a finite sequence of reports \( \{j^1, \ldots, j^T\} \), the basestation \( a_0 \) is said to have Full Knowledge (FK) of its neighbours at time \( T \) if

\[ K_T = \bigcup_{s=1}^T j^s = \mathcal{B}. \]

**Remark 1.** If \( a_0 \) has Full Knowledge (FK) of its neighbours at time \( T \), so it has at all times \( T + t \) for \( t \geq 0 \). In other words, once \( a_0 \) has reached FK, it cannot lose it.

**Definition 2** (First time of FK). Given a sequence of reports \( \{j^1, j^2, \ldots\} \), the first time of FK \( \tau \) for the basestation \( a_0 \) is the first time the latter reaches FK of its neighbours, i.e.

\[ \tau := \min\{T \geq 0 \text{ such that } K_T = \mathcal{B}\}. \]
Figure 2: Hypercube representation of the tessellation for $N = 4$. There is one zeroth order tile, namely $A^C$, four first order tiles, $A_1, A_2, A_3$ and $A_4$, six second order tiles, $A_{12}, A_{13}, A_{14}, A_{23}, A_{24}, A_{34}$, four third order tiles, $A_{123}, A_{124}, A_{134}, A_{234}$ and a fourth order tile, i.e. $A_{1234}$.

**Remark 2.** The characterisation of the first time of $\text{FK}$ generally depend on the realisation of a sequence of user reports; this means that $\tau$ is a random variable. More precisely, by (3), $\tau$ is a stopping time, see e. g. [14].

We end the section with a note on the tessellation:

**Remark 3.** A generic tessellation of $\mathcal{B}$ can be represented as an hypercube $H = \{0, 1\}^N$ by identifying the vertices of $H$ with the tiles $A_j$ that the tessellation is composed of. The number of tiles of a generic tessellation of $\mathcal{B}$ is $2^N$ as well as the vertices of an hypercube, represented as vectors of size $N$. The tiles of the tessellation can be mapped onto the vertices of the hypercube by identifying the $i$-th component of the vertices $x \in H$ with $a_i \in \mathcal{B}$. In other words,

$$A_j \leftrightarrow x \iff x_i = 1_{\{a_i \in j\}}, \ i = 1, \ldots, N,$$

where $1$ is the indicator function. We define the order of a tile as the number of neighbours a report from that tile would give knowledge of; the number of $k$-th order tiles is $\binom{N}{k}$. A report from a $k$-th order tile is equivalent to $k$ first-order reports. In particular, $\text{FK}$ is attained with a
report from the \( N \)-th order tile, or at least two reports from two distinct \((N-1)\)-th tiles, etc. This property can be graphically represented by what we call the Line of Full Knowledge, see Figure 2. The line of FK is clearly not unique\(^1\); the aim of Figure 2 is only to illustrate that a sequence of \( T \) reports \( \{j^1, \ldots, j^T\} \) is a path on the hypercube \( H \), and that FK is attained whenever a line of FK is reached at a time smaller than \( T \).

Since \( K_t \), the knowledge state at time \( t \), takes on values in the same set \( \mathcal{P}(B) \), we can map also the knowledge states on the hypercube \( H \). In other word, a sequence of reports \( \{j^1, j^2, \ldots, j^t\} \) is equivalent to a single report from tile \( \bigcup_{s=1}^{t} j^s = K_t \).

We can now define the main problems of this work.

**Problem 1** (Expected first time of Full Knowledge). *Given an access point \( a_0 \), a set \( B \) of neighbours with given position and coverage area, and a sequence of user reports, we want to characterise the expectation of the first time of FK, i.e.*

\[
E(\tau) = \sum_{t \geq 1} t \mathbb{P}(\tau = t).
\]

Obviously, the way the user(s) moves inside the coverage area \( A(a_0) \) heavily affects the difficulty of the problem and its answer. However, the formulation of Problem 1 has the great advantage of decoupling the notion of FK from the user mobility model; addressing the mean value of the first time of FK is also an enabler to the estimate of the tail of the distribution of \( \tau \) – through Markov’s inequality, for example. Further, from a numerical point of view, the expected time of FK may be achieved via a Monte Carlo simulation once the set \( B \) and the mobility model in use are fixed.

There may exist situations where we are content to characterise the first time in which only partial knowledge of the local topology is attained. For example, we may be interested in the first moment when the neighbouring basestations that have been already discovered, i.e. the elements of the knowledge set \( K_t \), are enough to describe a given fraction of the local topology. This idea motivates the following

**Problem 2** (Expected first time of \( \delta \)-knowledge). *Let \( \varrho \) be a measure over \( \mathcal{P}(B) \) and fixed \( \delta \in (0,1] \). Given an access point \( a_0 \), a set \( B \) of neighbours with given position and coverage

\(^1\)For example, there are \( N \) tiles of order \( N - 1 \), but only 2 are part of a given line of FK.
area, and a sequence of user reports, we want to characterise the expectation of the first time of \( \delta \)-knowledge \( \mathbb{E}(\tau_\delta) \), where

\[
\tau_\delta = \min \left\{ T \geq 0 \text{ such that } \frac{\sum_{k \in \mathcal{P}(K_T)} \varrho(A_k)}{\sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}(B)} \varrho(A_j)} \geq \delta \right\}.
\]

When \( \delta = 1 \) and \( \varrho(A_j) > 0 \) for each \( j \in \mathcal{P}(B) \), Problem 2 is equivalent to Problem 1. Indeed, \( \sum_{k \in \mathcal{P}(K_T)} \frac{\varrho(A_k)}{\sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}(B)} \varrho(A_j)} \geq 1 \) if and only if \( K_T \equiv B \).

We will hereafter consider the measure \( \varrho(A_k) = |A_k| \). This leads to the following interpretation: \( \delta \)-knowledge is attained when the knowledge set \( K_t \) defines for the first time a tessellation that covers a fraction of \( A(a_0) \) larger or equal than \( \delta \). Equivalently, \( \tau_\delta \) is the first time when the tiles that would give new information\(^2\) cover a fraction of \( A(a_0) \) that is smaller than \( 1 - \delta \).

**Remark 4.** The concept of \( \delta \)-knowledge is fundamental in the simulation phase, when we want to know whether user reports can effectively be used to give knowledge of the local topology. Indeed, it is likely that the neighbours \( a_i \) whose coverage area do not overlap with \( A(a_0) \) save for a nearly negligible portion, will be discovered after a very long time; in other words, the leading contribution to \( \mathbb{E}(\tau) \) will be represented by the mean first visit time of the user(s) to \( A(a_i) \). Discarding \( a_i \) from the picture, the concept of \( \delta \)-knowledge let us focus on the quantitative analysis of LTD, see Section IV.

### III. Teleport Mobility

The characterisation of \( \tau \), the first time of FK, depends on the users mobility model that is assumed. The latter describes how users enter, exit, and move within \( A(a_0) \).

The users evolution can then be represented as a pair \( U_t = (n_t, X_t) \) where \( n_t \) is the number of users that lie in \( A(a_0) \) at time \( t \), and \( X_t = (x_{1t}, x_{2t}, \ldots, x_{nt}) \) is a vector with the position of the \( n_t \) users. We assume the evolution of \( U_t \) to be driven by a discrete-time Markov chain (MC) throughout the paper.

The realisation of \( \{U_t\}_{0 \leq t \leq T} \) completely determines the sequence of user reports \( \{j^1, \ldots, j^T\} \) to the access point \( a_0 \), cf. Remark 2. Since \( K_t \) only depends on \( K_{t-1} \) and \( U_t \), then the bivariate process \( (U_t, K_t) \) is a MC.

\(^2\)In the sense that the cardinality of the knowledge set \( K_T \) would increase.
It will prove useful to consider a simplified mobility model in which a single user can instantaneously teleport to any tile:

**Model 1.** (Teleport Mobility) A single user moves within \( A(a_0) \) according to a discrete-time MC taking on values in \( \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{B}) \). The user cannot exit \( A(a_0) \) and no other user can enter it. At each step, the user instantaneously teleports with a probability that is proportional to the measure of the destination tile. In formulas, the transition probabilities are

\[
\mathbb{P}(i \to j) = \frac{|A_j|}{A(a_0)}.
\]

(4)

**Remark 5.** Model 1 greatly simplifies the characterisation of \( \tau \), the first time of FK. Indeed, with this mobility model \( \mathcal{K}_t \) is independent of \( U_t \), and the sole process \( \mathcal{K}_t \) is hence sufficient to describe the process of gathering knowledge from the user reports. We will hereafter refer to \( \mathcal{K}_t \) as the knowledge chain.

Assuming Model 1, we can easily describe the process of gathering knowledge from user reports as a discrete-time random walk on the hypercube \( H = \{0, 1\}^N \) (which we have introduced in Remark 3); having knowledge of \( n \) neighbouring basestations is in fact equivalent to receiving a report from the \( n \)-th order tile that give information about all of them.

Let \( P(\cdot, \cdot) \) the transition kernel of the knowledge chain. If \( k \not\subseteq l \), then \( P(k, l) = 0 \) because such transition would mean a loss of knowledge; in other words, \( |\mathcal{K}_t| \) is non-decreasing as a function of \( t \). Conversely, when \( k \subseteq l \), a transition from \( k \) to \( l \) happens if the user moves to a tile that contains the missing information \( (l \setminus k) \) and do not add more than that information. Therefore,

\[
P(k, l) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{m \in \mathcal{P}(k)} \frac{|A_{m \cup (l \setminus k)}|}{A(a_0)} & \text{if } k \subseteq l, \\
0 & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

(5)

The following result holds:

**Lemma 1.** The matrix \( P \) is upper triangular.

**Proof:** Let us consider the following partial ordering relation among the states:

\[
k \leq l \iff k \subseteq l.
\]
By (5), $P(k, l) \neq 0$ only if $k \leq l$. Therefore, any mapping

$$P(B) \ni l \iff l \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 2^N\}$$

such that

$$k \leq l \iff k \leq l$$

will put the matrix $P$ into an upper triangular form. In particular, we can order the states by increasing cardinality and in lexicographic order\(^3\).

The explicit computation of the whole matrix $P$ using (5) is expensive in general – $P$ is a $2^N \times 2^N$ matrix! However, as stated above $P$ is upper triangular, while in Section III-C we show that it is possible to explicitly characterise its spectrum. For the reader’s reference, Table I shows the matrix $P$ for $N = 3$.

\[
P = \begin{pmatrix}
|A_0| & |A_1| & |A_2| & |A_3| & |A_{12}| & |A_{13}| & |A_{23}| & |A_{123}| \\
0 & |A_0| + |A_1| & 0 & 0 & |A_3| + |A_{12}| & |A_{13}| & 0 & |A_{23}| + |A_{123}| \\
0 & 0 & |A_0| + |A_2| & 0 & |A_3| + |A_{12}| & 0 & |A_{13}| + |A_{23}| & |A_{123}| \\
0 & 0 & 0 & |A_0| + |A_3| & 0 & |A_{12}| + |A_{13}| & 0 & |A_{23}| + |A_{23}| \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & |A_0| + |A_{12}| & 0 & |A_{13}| + |A_{23}| & |A_{23}| + |A_{123}| \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & |A_{12}| + |A_{13}| & 0 & |A_{23}| + |A_{23}| \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & |A_{13}| & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Table I: Example of transition matrix $P$ for $N = 3$.

A. Expected Time of Full Knowledge

Let $k^* = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ be the state of FK. By formula (5), $P(k^*, k^*) = 1$. This means that the chain has an absorbing state, and the hitting time of this state is just $\tau$, the first time of FK. Hence, we can compute the expected time of FK simply by

$$\mathbb{E}[\tau] = (I - Q)^{-1}1,$$

\(^3\)For $N$ neighbouring basestations, i.e. with $2^N$ different tiles, this would mean the sequence $\{1\}, \{2\}, \ldots, \{N\}, \{1, 2\}, \ldots, \{N-1, N\}, \ldots, \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$. 

\[\text{Table I: Example of transition matrix } P \text{ for } N = 3.\]
where $Q$ is obtained from $P$ by removing the row and the column relative to state $k^*$ and $1$ is the column vector of ones [15]. In a similar way it is possible to compute the other moments of $\tau$.

Even if $I - Q$ is upper triangular and can be block decomposed, the computation of its inverse may not be affordable when the cardinality of $B$ grows. In Section III-D we will bound the probability of the event \{ $\tau > t$ \}.

**B. Expected Time of $\delta$-knowledge**

Regarding Problem 2, we can easily modify matrix $P$ to obtain the expected time of $\delta$-knowledge. Every state $k \in P(B)$ such that

$$\sum_{l \in P(k)} |A_l| \geq \delta$$

can be aggregated in the absorbing state, summing the corresponding column of $P$ in the last column, and then eliminating the column and row corresponding to state $k$. In this way it is possible to compute $E[\tau_\delta]$ using (6).

**C. Eigenvalues**

The following result fully characterises the spectrum of the matrix $P$:

**Theorem 2.** For $k \in P(B)$, the eigenvalues of $P$ have the form

$$\lambda_k = \frac{1}{A(a_0)} \left( |A_0| + \sum_{l \subseteq k, |l| = 1} |A_l| + \cdots + \sum_{l \subseteq k, |l| = m} |A_l| + \cdots + \sum_{l \subseteq k, |l| = |k|} |A_l| \right).$$

**Proof:** The matrix $P$ being upper triangular by Lemma 1, the entries $P(k, k)$ are the eigenvalues of the matrix. Let us then imagine to have the knowledge chain in state $k$. The only way for the chain to undergo a self-transition ($k \rightarrow k$) is that the user reports any combination of neighbouring basestations that have already been discovered. In other words, the knowledge chain undergoes a self-transition if and only if the user reports an element of $P(k)$. Therefore,

$$\lambda_k = \frac{1}{A(a_0)} \sum_{l \in P(k)} |A_l|.$$

Last formula is equivalent to the thesis. \[\Box\]
Since each eigenvalue is a sum of positive elements, the second-largest eigenvalue $\tilde{\lambda}$ can be obtained by maximising over the tiles of order $N - 1$:

$$\tilde{\lambda} = \max_{k: |k| = N - 1} \lambda_k. \quad (7)$$

### D. Convergence Properties, Bounds

Using (7), it is possible to obtain the following result:

**Lemma 3.** Given $\varepsilon > 0$, let

$$S(1 - \varepsilon) = \frac{\log \varepsilon}{\log \tilde{\lambda}}. \quad (8)$$

Then, $S(1 - \varepsilon)$ reports are sufficient to achieve FK with probability greater or equal than $(1 - \varepsilon)$.

**Proof:** Using Theorem 1 and Equation (7) on $P$,

$$\mathbb{P}(\tau > t) \leq \tilde{\lambda}^t. \quad (9)$$

For a small target tolerance $\varepsilon$ of not achieving FK,

$$\text{if } t \geq \frac{\log \varepsilon}{\log \tilde{\lambda}} \Rightarrow \mathbb{P}(\tau > t) \leq \varepsilon. \quad (10)$$

**$\delta$-knowledge Convergence Bounds:** Using the same manipulation of the matrix $P$ described in Section III-B, Corollary 3 can be applied to the modified matrix to obtain a bound for the number of steps to have $\delta$-knowledge with high probability.

### E. Numerical Estimation of the Time of $\delta$-knowledge

Model 1 is equivalent to a single user teleporting instantaneously to a random point within the coverage area of the basestation; time is discrete. Thus, at each time the basestation $a_0$ receives a user report from a point drawn according to the uniform probability distribution over the coverage area $A(a_0)$. Having in mind the numerical characterisation of the first time of $\delta$-knowledge, the teleport model is particularly convenient. This task could be in fact carried out within the Monte Carlo paradigm by simply throwing sufficiently many points at random inside the coverage area $A(a_0)$. In other words, it is possible to numerically study the process through which $\delta$-knowledge is achieved by sampling sufficiently many times a probability density function that is uniform over the coverage area $A(a_0)$.
Model 1 may prove itself unsatisfactory in a real life scenario. The main problem is that if we generate a sequence of user reports according to it, any two elements of the sequence are independent, whereas in general they are not. In each mobility model where the trajectory taken by the user is physically feasible, the user positions communicated by two successive reports are in fact correlated due to the motion constraints.

Let us imagine that a single user travels inside the coverage area $A(a_0)$ according to an unknown mobility model, and let $T(t)$ be the trajectory taken by the user. Sampling the trajectory at equally-spaced discrete times, we obtain an embedded sequence of user location, which correspond to an embedded sequence of user reports. Next, we can analyse the sequence and understand after how many steps $\delta$-knowledge has been reached. By multiplying this number of steps by the time lapse between two consecutive reports (inter-report time), the time of $\delta$-knowledge can be obtained for that particular realisation of the user-reports sequence. Finally, the procedure above can be repeated sufficiently many times to estimate with a Monte Carlo method the expected time necessary for $a_0$ to reach $\delta$-knowledge.

As mentioned above, in a general mobility model it is likely that two successive user reports are correlated. These correlations may decay as the inter-report time grows larger and larger. As an example, let us imagine that a single user travels inside the coverage area $A(a_0)$ according to a MC. Let $\pi$ be the equilibrium probability measure of the chain and let $t_{\text{mix}}$ be the mixing time of the chain, i.e. the time needed for the chain to reach equilibrium. If the inter-report time is chosen comparable to $t_{\text{mix}}$ then the time lapse between two successive reports will be sufficient for the MC to forget the past trajectory; in other words, the correlations between consecutive reports will be negligible. As a consequence, the user locations will be independently drawn from the probability measure $\pi$, and the matrix $P$ describing the knowledge evolution will become

\[
P(k, l) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{m \in P(k)} \pi(A_{\{m \cup (l \setminus k)\}}) & \text{if } k \subseteq l, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (5')

Therefore, the formulation and the results developed in Sections III-A–III-D are still valid if we consider a single-user mobility model based on a MC, provided that the time lapse between two consecutive reports is of the order of the mixing time of the chain. Under the assumption that user reports are sent at a frequency comparable with the inverse mixing time of the mobility MC, we can compute an upper bound on the time of $\delta$-knowledge. Any reporting rate higher
than $\frac{1}{t_{\text{mix}}}$ will in fact still guarantee that $a_0$ achieves $\delta$-knowledge of its neighbourhood in at most $\mathbb{E}[\tau_\delta] \cdot t_{\text{mix}}$ seconds on average\(^4\).

We end this section by briefly mentioning a straightforward application of Model 1 in a multi-user scenario. Let us imagine that $n$ users may enter, move within, and exit $A(a_0)$ according to a hidden mobility model. We assume that $n$ is a very large number and that it is possible to statistically characterise the stationary user-density by means of a probability measure $\pi$ over $A(a_0)$. At each time every user may independently send a report with a very small probability $p$. Then, the number of report received by $a_0$ in a given time interval is approximately Poissonian and the time lapse between two successive report is exponential with parameter $\lambda = np$. Next, let $m = \mathbb{E}[\tau]$ be the expected time of FK, expressed in number of reports, returned by (5') and (6); the expected time to achieve FK is the expectation of the first time for a Poisson process of parameter $\lambda$ to hit the state $m$. We will come back to this scenario in Section V.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Teleport Model on Random Positioned basestations

In this section we offer a preliminary assessment of the possibility to use the machinery developed so far in real applications. To this purpose, we developed a simulation framework in MATLAB and studied a scenario where 8 basestations are positioned in a plane uniformly at random. Each basestation has a circular coverage area of the same size. We considered 350 different configurations, with the constraint that the coverage area of $a_0$ has non-void intersection with the coverage area of the remaining basestations, meaning that FK is achieved as soon as all 7 neighbours are reported to $a_0$. We compute the tessellation of each configuration using a classical Monte Carlo sampler. For each of these 350 configurations, we computed the expected time of 0.9-knowledge $\mathbb{E}[\tau]$ together with the number of steps sufficient to guarantee 0.9-knowledge with 90% confidence, i.e. $S(0.9)$. The inter-report time being fixed during this first experiment, the amount of time in seconds to achieve 0.9-knowledge is directly proportional to the number of steps just evaluated.

Figure 3 displays the empirical probability mass function of these two quantities. $\mathbb{E}[\tau]$ is centered around 10 steps, while $S(0.9)$ is shifted on higher values, as expected being an upper

\(^4\)Recall that $\mathbb{E}[\tau_\delta]$ is measured in number of reports.
bound. Figure 4 shows the empirical cumulative distribution function of $E[\tau]$ and $S(0.9)$. We see that 16 steps are sufficient to achieve 0.9-knowledge for nearly all scenarios (95%), while we need 22 steps using $S(0.9)$. We also notice that the bound obtained from (8) is a conservative estimation, because it uses only the second-largest eigenvalue $\bar{\lambda}$. Indeed, it takes into account only the slowest way to reach the desired knowledge, while the problem has a rich combinatorial structure that cannot be completely captured by (9).

**B. Random Walk on a Grid**

In order to investigate and confirm the ideas of Section III-E, we simulated the reports sent with different inter-report times by a random walker that moves within $A(a_0)$ under the condition of reflective boundary, and compared this mobility model with Model 1 (see Section III) for a set of 8 basestations positioned as described at the beginning of this section.

In Figure 5 we let the inter-report time increase and compare the average time to achieve 0.9-knowledge according to both the random walk (green line) and the teleport model (blue). We see that that, if the inter-report time is sufficiently large, the empirical mean time to achieve 0.9-knowledge for the random walk model is well approximated by that of Model 1.

We assume typical femtocell parameters, i.e. that coverage radius is 50 m and that the user do a step in a grid of 2.5 m every 5 s. Figure 5 also shows that when reports are sent each 6 min or less, the time of 0.9-knowledge is smaller than 1 h, but at such high frequency the bound $S(0.9)$ (red line) is not valid anymore. The reason why more reports than Model 1 are needed in the case of high-frequency reports is the following: since the inter-report time is short, it is likely that many reports will be sent from the same tile, i.e. the knowledge chain will undergo many self-transitions.

It is important to notice that the inter-report time used in Figure 5 are far from the theoretical order of magnitude of the random walk mixing time. Yet Figure 5 suggests that, for a family of scenarios, it should be possible to determine the value of the inter-report time such that the average time to achieve 0.9-knowledge may be well predicted by Model 1. Once that value of the inter-report time is found, the value of $E[\tau_{0.9}]$ returned by Model 1 may serve as an upper bound to the actual time to achieve 0.9-knowledge when smaller inter-report times are implemented.
Figure 3: Empirical probability mass function of the expected time of 0.9-knowledge, and the number of steps to have 0.9-knowledge with 90% confidence, for the teleport model on random positioned basestations. Since the inter-report time is fixed, the simulation time is directly proportional to the number of reports.
Figure 4: Empirical cumulative distribution function of the expected time of 0.9-knowledge, and the number of steps to have 0.9-knowledge with 90% confidence, for the teleport model on random positioned basestations. Since the inter-report time is fixed, the simulation time is directly proportional to the number of reports.

C. A Realistic Scenario

A received power map for 4 basestations in the Hynes convention centre have been generated using the Wireless System Engineering (WiSE) [16] software, a comprehensive 3D ray tracing based simulation package developed by Bell Laboratories. Basestations are assumed transmitting at a frequency of 2.1 GHz with a power of 34 mW. We assume there is a macrocell that covers the whole building, and we estimate its time of full knowledge. As before, a Monte Carlo simulation has been made to estimate the tessellation, and then the expected time of δ-knowledge has been computed using a teleport mobility model (Model 1), as explained in Section III-B.

Figure 6 shows the corresponding coverage areas when powers detection threshold is −70 dBm. Although the shape of the coverage areas and their intersection is much more complex than the simple scenario depicted in Section IV-A, it is still possible to construct the tessellation by considering which coverage areas each spatial point lies in. For example, point a lies in the
Figure 5: Empirical mean 0.9-knowledge time (in hours) of a random walk vs. inter-report period, compared with Model 1 and its bound $S(0.9)$ in a femtocell grid of 8 basestations.

coverage area of basestations 1, 2, and 3, so it belongs to the tile $A_{123}$.

Figure 7 displays the expected time of $\delta$-knowledge, $\mathbb{E}[\tau_\delta]$ when $\delta$ is varied. We notice a step-function-like behaviour, with a new step that is added every time a new state become absorbing, as explained in Section III-B.

Figure 8 shows the behaviour of $\mathbb{E}[\tau]$, the expected time of FK, when the user detection threshold varies from a very conservative value of $-60$ dBm to a more realistic one of $-100$ dBm. When the users are more sensitive, the coverage areas, and the higher order tiles in particular, are bigger, leading to better performances. In particular, we see that an average of 14 steps are enough to achieve FK.

These results confirm that the values obtained placing random basestation with circular coverage in Section IV-A are compatible with real world scenarios.
Figure 6: Coverage areas at Hynes convention centre. The coloured lines delimit the extension of the coverage areas. Basestations are transmitting at 2.1 GHz with a power of 34 mW. Point a lies in the tile $A_{123}$.

V. USE CASES

In this section we present some use cases that are representative of the possible practical applications of the results we have presented so far. Given a particular wireless application, the focus is on whether user reports can effectively be used to efficiently achieve knowledge of the network local topology.

In the case of femtocell deployment for residential use, each basestation typically serves a very small number of devices. Using data of typical residential densities and coverage areas, a statistic of the tessellation can be devised. If it is possible to establish a time $\tilde{T}$ after which the user position can be considered as drawn from a uniform distribution, then $S(\delta)$ is an upper bound of the time of $\delta$-knowledge for all the inter-report times smaller than or equal to $\tilde{T}$.

Opposite to the previous example, femtocells deployed in congested places like a mall have an extremely large basin of potential users. However, in situations where users main interest is other
than connecting to the internet, it is reasonable expecting the single-user reporting-activity to be rather sporadic. Therefore, the Poissonian approximation that we have mentioned at the end of Section III-E may be applicable. In these case, characterising the time to achieve $\delta$-knowledge is possible through a statistic of the typical tessellations.

VI. Conclusions

We introduced the problem of user-reports-based Local Topology Discovery, providing a crisp mathematical formulation of it in the case of Model 1.

We showed that Model 1 can effectively be used as an upper bound for a wide range of mobility models when the user reports frequency is lower than the inverse mixing time of the MC of the actual mobility model (in practice it can be used if reports are sent every hour).

In Section III-D we provide an useful method to estimate the time of $\delta$-knowledge when the problem is too big to solve exactly using Equation (6).
Simulations on random scenarios with typical femtocell parameters show that the expected number of reports in order to have a high degree of knowledge of the local topology is very small. Roughly speaking, a user moving at 0.5 m/s according to a random walk model, and providing a report every hour, can guarantee the basestation will have 0.9-knowledge with high probability in less than 5 h, and in less than two hours if reports are sent every 15 minutes. Since the local topology is not typically expected to change every day, these are acceptable times.

The simulations on more realistic scenarios (Section IV-C) give very similar results in terms of time of 0.9-knowledge.

These preliminary results encourage the implementation of the user reports function, corroborating the heuristic recommendations in [13] and [2]. In the case of femtocells, such implementation should be easy, because the hardware and the firmware are already capable of managing user reports.
A. Future Work

A more extensive study on more realistic scenarios is required, where the typical topological properties of a urban area are taken in account (see Section V).

Similarly, an analysis of more realistic mobility models is desirable: our work encompass the simple case of Model 1, that can be used to estimate any other Markovian model (i.e. any mobility model that can be described with a Markov process) with unique stationary measure only when the report frequency is sufficiently low, namely slower than the mixing time of the Markov Chain. An analysis of the behaviour of the mobility models during their transient behaviour is left for future work.
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